
“In clowning there is a saying that you have to get off to get your audience 
off,” Sean Michael, 30, says with a smile. “My way of thinking in any perfor-
mance is that there is a fun ball in the room and the audience has it up in the 
air already; they’ve paid, sat down, and are invested in the show. The role of 
the clown is to come out looking neat, with a little red nose on, and just keep 
the ball in the air!” As a recent recipient of the Mark Purvis bursary for  
clowning, Sean is not your average clown. He performs his cheeky persona 
“Smith” in a monthly show that has found its home at the Black Swan Tavern: 
a music and comedy club that has attracted live-entertainment lovers for the 
past 30 years. The appropriately titled “Red Nose District” (a night jam-packed 
with clowns, physical comedy, buffoonery, mime, commedia and vaudeville) 
is an evening of hijinks and hilarity that allows novice and veteran talents alike 
to showcase new material. Upstairs, the tavern has an intimate atmosphere 
with comfy leather chairs and a warm glow that illuminates the stage. “The 
Red Nose District is a great event because the audience is so supportive —  
the night has a real jammy feel to it,” Sean describes. “You get to know the 
clowns, you get to drink, and you get to talk back.”

Unlike other forms of theatre, clowns perform without the invisible “fourth 
wall” that separates the world of the performer from that of their audience. 
This means that the performers acknowledge and speak directly to their 
crowd. “Without this imaginary divider, the audience is not pretending we 
don’t see them and we don’t pretend there is no audience,” Sean explains. This 
direct connection allows for all kinds of interesting experimentations such as 
manipulating societal conventions or rendering them utterly absurd. Audi-
ence participation is not only encouraged but also inevitable. Brash, cunning, 
and risqué, this is not the mild-mannered clown show you’d expect to see at a 
child’s birthday party. 

Expanding on this performer-audience relationship, Sean illustrates one of his 
acts:

And since a clown is always acknowledging the presence of the audience, and 
every audience is different, every performance is a little bit different too.

Sean’s first exposure to clowning was introduced during a viewing of Cirque 
du Soleil’s Quidam – a thrilling combination of acrobatic artistry, technical 
expertise, extravagant design and exceptional musical performances. “There 
was this one clown who had an MC role and was really engaging with the 
audience, leaning up into people’s faces and such. He wore a bow tie and had 
this great haircut: everything was shaved off except a little tuft at the front,” he 
reminisces. “I was so in love with this clown that I even took a picture of him to 
the hairdresser in the mall, and the guy gave me this haircut.  

He shaved everything off and all I had left was this little tuft, just before I 
made my debut at my new high school!” he jokes. Sean nostalgically recalls 
his teenage years when a perceptive teacher encouraged him to join the 
improvisation club, further fostering his love for comedy and performance. 
He eventually discovered the vaudeville movement in Toronto at events like 
Mysterion’s Incredible Mini Burlesque Show and Lunacy Cabaret.

Today, Sean often hosts Lunacy Cabaret – classifying itself as the “Circus 
Without Borders,” the largest and longest running underground cabaret in 
North America. This wildly popular, one-of-a-kind, and volunteer-run show is 
a no-holds-barred evening of vaudeville, hosting a variety of live clowning, 
comedy, and multi-media. “There is strong neo-vaudeville, cabaret and bur-
lesque renaissance happening all over the city, and I’m proud to be part of it.”

Other members of Toronto’s vaudeville revival and clown ecosystem include 
Sean’s mentor and clowning veteran Dave McKay, who performs as the de-
bauched “Sketchy” at “Red Nose District” shows. According to McKay, “Sketchy” 
is “based on those guys you see at the end of the party or at closing time 
who stumble around on various substances failing to find their lost centre of 
balance.” Allan Turner, who performs as the zombified “Jean-Paul Mullet” and 
hosts “Mullet’s Night Show,” is another inspiration for Sean and a monthly 
draw of audiences to the Black Swan Tavern. Performing as Mullet, Turner 
recently headlined in New York City, where he packed the house at one of 
Manhattan’s top comedy clubs, The PIT. 

Beyond the Danforth there exists a plethora of opportunities to explore the 
craft, with classes like Sketchy & Fessos’ Crash Course in Vaudeville and Mul-
let’s Make-a-Scene Masterclass, offered at the Centre of Gravity Circus. But 
what is the best way to get initiated to clowning? “Just come to a show!” Sean 
encourages.

• The Red Nose District is the last Thursday of 
every month at the Black Swan Tavern, located 
at 154 Danforth Avenue oN the 2nd Floor ($10).

• Mullet’s Night Show is the second Thursday 
of every month, also located at the Black 

Swan Tavern (PWYC).

• Lunacy Cabaret shows take place monthly at 
the Centre of Gravity Circus, located at 1300 

Gerrard Street East ($20 advance tickets).

• Be sure to check www.facebook.com/groups/
TorontoClown/ for upcoming events and up to 

date show times.
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“I walk on stage with something awesome in my hands 
that I’m really excited about. While I’m engaging with the 
crowd, I hand it to an audience member, I turn around and 
— it’s gone! Of course, this poor audience member has no 

idea what just happened. I climb all through the audience 
looking for this thing and get distracted along the way. I 
go through people’s purses and backpacks and bags; I read 
their notebooks, I drink their beers, I smell them! I get as 
intimate as I think they’re interested in getting. It sounds 

more intimidating that it actually is.” 

A top hat, a waistcoat, and a little red nose: 
Sean Michael clowns around on the Danforth
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